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Introduction

Most computational geometry research on planar problems assumes that the underlying plane is perfectly ‘flat’,
in the sense that movement between any two points cm
the plane always takes the same cost as long as the Euclidean distance between the two points is the same. In
real environments, distances may depend on the direction one moves along [10], or even may be influenced
by local properties of the plane [8]. These situations
sometimes can be modeled by considering a piecewiselinear surface as the underlying ‘plane’, and measuring
distances therein; see e.g. [7]. In fact, many distance
problems on non-flat planes are hard to deal with from
the computational geometry point of view.
We study distance problems for the basic case of a
‘tilted’ plane in three-space. In this model, the cost
of moving depends not only on the Euclidean distance
but also on how much upwards or downwards the movement has to travel, simulating the situation when driving a vehicle on the tilted plane. Direction-sensitive
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agrams have not received much attention in the computational geometry literature. Exceptions are convex
distance functions [2, 5] and the so-called boat-sail distance [10] which comes closest to our concept.
2

Skew distances

Let T be a tilted plane in 7?3 such that the angle between T and the zy-plane is a, with O ~ a ~ 7r/2.
By convention, T is obtained by rotation along the xaxis. We define a coordinate system on T by taking the
accordingly rotated coordinate system of the zy-plane.
Based on this system, a point p on T is described by its
coordinates z(y) and y(p). The Euclidean distance in
%?3between p, q E T then can be expressed as dz(p, q)
= ((z@) - z(q))’+
(y(p) - y(q)) z)’1’.
A simple distance function on T is obtained by taking, for points p, q E T, their Euclidean distance plus
their signed difference in height, that is, d2(y, g)+(h(q) –
h(p) ). The latter term is equal to (y(q) – y(p)) . sin a,
which means that the slope of T afkcts the y-difference
of p and q by a factor in the range [0, 1]. To obtain a
richer, but still realistic class of distance functions on
T, we define the skew distance from p to q as
d(p, q) = dz(p, q) + k . (~(q) – ?J(p)),
The parameter k has a nice
physical interpretation. Imagine a ball moving on T,
and let ~ be the frictional coefficient on T. For k <1,
friction dominates gravity and the ball sticks on the
skew plane. Friction and gravity balance out if k = 1.
For k >1, gravity dominates friction and the ball rolls
downhill. The last case also models the assumption that
energy is gained when a (electric-driven) vehicle moves
downhill. Note that d is non-symmetric as d(p, q) #
where k ~ O is a constant.

d(q, p) unless Y(P) = v(q) or k = O, but d still obeys the
triangle inequality.

For k >1, d~, q) may be negative. L!oreover, (l(P, q)
decrease when a point q below p is moved downwards 2’. Let

may

Lo(p) = {a I d(p, a) =

o}.

to Lemma 1, the skew distance d then is a convex distance function
as defined in [2], and Voronoi diagrams
for convex distance
see e.g. [5].
Skew Voronoi
ful interpretation

Clearly, for k <1, Lo(P) = {p}. For k = 1,
is
the vertical ray emanating from p and extending below
p. For k > 1,
is composed of two rays of slopes
Lo(P)

functions

are well-studied

objects;

diagrams have another nice and helpfor general k. Consider the bisector

of two sites p,q E S, b(p, q) = {a I d(p, a) = d(q, a)}.
can be described by the equation

It

LO(p)

+1/(/~),
emanating from and extending below p.
We refer to these two rays as the O-rays of p.
As d is non-symmetric, two different ‘unit circles’
with p as the tixed center can be clefinecll a(p) = {a I
d(p, a) = 1} and a’(p) = {a I d(a,p) = 1}. However,
a’(y) is just the reflection of o(p) through the horizr_mtal line passing through p. We adopt the convention
of considering only the ‘outgoing’ skew distance in the
definitions of geometric structures like a(p), LO@), etc.,
keeping in mind that their ‘incoming’ versions can be
obtained by reflection.
Lemma 1 For k > 0, a(p) is a conic with
directriz the horizontal line at y-distance I/k
and eccentricity k. Thus a(p) is an ellipse for
1, a pambola for k = 1, and a hyperbola fork
3

focus p,
O< k <

>1.

Let S be a set of n point sites on the tilted plane T. The
skew Voranoi diagmrn of S, for short SV(S), associates
each site p E S with the region
= {a 1d(y,a)

< d(q, a), Vq E S}.

Figure 1 depicts a skew Voronoi diagram for six sites.
The dashed line segments indicate the upper envelope
of their O-rays. Note the emptiness of reg(q) and reg(t ).

Figure

1: Skew Voronoi diagram

y~) =dz(q, a) –k-y(q).

Without loss of generality, let S be contained in the
y-positive halfplane of T. For each site p E S, define
C(p) as the (Euclidean) circle with center p and radius
k. y(p). Theu b(p, q) is just the set of points equid~tant
under the Euclidean distance from the two circles C(y)
We hence conclude:

and C(q).

Theorem 3.1 Let S be a set of point sites in the ypositive haifplane of T, and let C(S) = {C’(p) I p E
S}. Then SV(S) is the Euclidean closest-point Voranoi
diagram of C(S).

above p,

Skew Voronoi diagrams and related structures

reg~)

dz(p, a)-k.

for k = 1.5

Of course, SV(S) depends on the ‘slope parameter’
k. The case k <1 leads to known structures: According
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Various properties are known for the Voronoi diagram of circles in the plane; see [3, 6, 9]. Its edges are
hyperbolic arcs, its regions are star-shaped, and its size
is linear. Among the available techniques for its construction, the O(n log n) time plane-sweep algorithm in
[3] is reasonably simple to implement. Clearly, C(S) can
be computed from S in O(?t) time. So, for any fixed
k ~ O, the skew Vorouoi diagram can be computed in
time O(n log n) and space O(n).
Another kind of direction-sensitive diagram, the socalled Voronoi diagram in a river, has been investigated
in [10]. The underlying distance function is the time required to reach a point on the river by a boat starting
from a site (and fighting against a constant river flow).
Despite apparent similarity, the ‘boat-sail’ distance is
different from the skew distance. For example, if the
river is slower than the boat then the river Voronoi diagram and the corresponding Euclidean Voronoi diagram
are combinatorially the same. If the river is faster than
the boat then all regions start at their respective sites.
Let us now give a brief catalogue of properties of
SV(S) in dependence of k. In fact, for k <1, SV(S)
has a combinatorial structure identical to the Euclidean
Voronoi diagram of some set S’ of point sites. This can
be seen by applying an affine transformation that takes
S into S’, and the elliptic circles defined by the skew
distance into Euclidean circlesl. Observe that the convex hulls of S and S’ are combinat oriall y the same, so
exactly the sites lying on the convex hull S have unbounded regions in SV(S).
Still, SV(S) and the Euclidean Vorouoi diagram of S are combinatorially different, in general. For example, two sites which are
lThanksgo to Olivier Devillers for pointing

Out
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ProPertJ’.

still solvable
in time O(n log n), is the following:
Given a set S of 71 sites, let S’ = S, compute SV(S’),
and call it the layer-l diagram,SV1 (S). Next, remove
from S’ all sites with non-empty regions in SVI (S) (that
is, all p c E. (S’)), and repeat the computation on S’,
which next gives SV2(S), until S’ = 0. Note that the
collection of O-envelopes for the shrinking set S’ can
be computed in overall time O(n log n) using the maxdomhmnce algorithm by [1].
SV1 (S) and SV. (S) can be used to solve, in time
O(n log n), the all nearest neighbors problem under the
skew distance: For each p E S, find a site q # p such
that d(q, p) is minimized. Note that q may not be any
of the Voronoi neighbors of p in SV(S).
For example,
when ~(S) contains only one site p of S, then p has no
Voronoi neighbor in SV(S) but still has a closest q #p.
However, it can be shown that q has a non-empty region
in SV2 (S) then.
lem,

Figure 2: Skew Voronoi diagram for k = 1.
neighbored in the z-sorting of S but have non-adjacent
Euclidean regions will have adjacent skew regions, provided k is sufficiently close to 1; see the case k = 1.
The case k >1 is the most interesting one from the
geometric point of view. Let the O-envelope, EO(S), be
defined as the upper envelope of the O-rays for all p c S.
nom the triangle inequality we get reg(p) # 0 if and
only if p c EO(S). As p c reg(p) for each non-empty

region, l?o(S) cuts each such region into an upper and a
lower part. This implies that the edges of SV(S) lying
above and below G(S),
respectively, have the structure of a forest 2. Using the interpretation of SV(S)
as a Voronoi diagram for circles, sites with unbounded
regions can be characterized: A region reg(y) is unbounded if and only if p lies on both 130(S) and the
upper convex hull of S.
For k = 1,all regions of SV(S) are unbounded and
extend to minus infinity in u-direction. Their left-toright order reflects the z-sorted order of S.
See Figure 1 for an example of a O-envelope awl the
correspondhg skew Voronoi diagram. For the same set
of sites, the diagram that results from setting k = 1
is shown in F@re 2. Some pictures of skew Voronoi
diagrams for different values of k and some animated
sequences for steadily increasing k can be obtained from
http: //www. cis, tu-graz. ac. atligiloaich/skewvd.
To get an output-sensitive algorithm for k >1, sites
with empty regions can be pruned away by first constructing E.(S).
By a coordinate transformation, the
latter task is essentially equivalent to finding all the 7U
maximal dominating elements among S, which can be
done in O(n log m) time and 0(7i) space [4]. This gives
an algorithm with the same complexity for constructing
SV(S) if m regions are non-empty, which is optimal by
reduction to the planar convex hull problem.
A generalization of the skew Voronoi diagram probzTh~~ks go to Gfinter Rote for pointing

Out

the forest

property.
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